Moen® Vertical Spa
DESIGN GUIDE

A premium custom
shower starts with
exceptional design.
design

experience

Elevate an ordinary shower into an extraordinary
experience with a Moen® vertical spa. Easy to
control.
Easy to use. And easy to create using this

design guide.
A Moen vertical spa delivers on your desires.
The perfect combination of force, flow, coverage
and temperature. All with the freedom to design
a shower that is uniquely you — based on your
individual preferences.

innovation

With the introduction of the ioDIGITAL™ controller,
Moen brings the benefits of technology to your
bathroom. The innovative ioDIGITAL controller lets
you dial in and maintain both temperature and flow
with electronic precision. You will no longer have
to guess about temperature or constantly adjust
handles to stay comfortable. ioDIGITAL puts you
in complete control and makes creating a truly
personalized shower or bath simple. Once you
achieve your preferred combination of temperature
and water delivery you can recreate that exact
experience any time you desire with the touch of
one button.

customize

ioDIGITAL offers a level of precision and
personalization no traditional shower can match.
Best of all, Moen makes this technology simple
and easy to use, so you’ll enjoy a better
experience even before you step into your next
shower. Trim components are built on the
revolutionary M•PACT® Common Valve System,
so you can change a faucet’s style or finish
without having to change the valve. Plus,
Moen vertical spa systems coordinate with
a wide array of suite styles and accessories.

Let the experience begin.
Determine your showering needs. Use your
imagination and this guide to help you design
the ideal vertical spa experience. Choose from
an array of complete showering spa packages
or create your very own.
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Select the heart of performance: your Moen valve.
Valves are the “engine" of your vertical spa. They deliver the desired amount of water at the
optimal temperature, pressure and flow rate to the shower spray outlets you want to use.
Moen offers several spa valve options to suit your needs and desires:

ioDIGITAL
ioDIGITAL is proof that advancements in technology don’t have to be
intimidating or overly complicated. With intuitive controls and simple
operation, Moen made ioDIGITAL as easy as it is innovative.

ioDIGITAL
VERTICAL SPA
VALVE

Intelligent.

Consistent.

Precise.

ioDIGITAL will tell you everything you
need to know — before you step into
your spa. LED lights flash until your
requested settings are achieved.
There’s even an LED to alert you when
the batteries in the optional ioDIGITAL
remote control are low. All it takes is a
glance. Think of it as love at first sight.

One of the greatest advantages of
ioDIGITAL digital technology is the ability
to program your preferred settings into
memory. With flexibility to store up to
four different presets, you can get the
exact bath or shower experience you
want again and again, with the touch of
just one button from the controller or
remote control. Nothing could be easier.

With each LED on the temperature
gauge representing a narrow 3ºF
range, ioDIGITAL allows you to dial in
the precise temperature you desire.
Plus, the flow rate system locks in your
settings electronically. Even if water is
turned on in other parts of your house,
you won’t have a noticeable fluctuation
in water temperature or delivery.

ExactTemp® 3/4" Thermostatic
and volume control valves
ExactTemp allows users to truly customize their showering
experience. Day after day, its precise settings let users dial up
their own water temperature. That personalized setting maintains
temperature for an entire shower. Even when a home’s hot or cold
water inlets experience a change in temperature, the ExactTemp
“smart" thermostatic technology automatically maintains comfort.
There’s no need to keep adjusting the dial throughout a shower
or use a different setting in the winter when water pipes might be
colder. One setting keeps things constant.

EXACTTEMP 3/4"
VOLUME CONTROL

EXACTTEMP 3/4"
THERMOSTATIC CONTROL
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Moentrol® with built-in
3-function transfer valve
The Moentrol valve offers volume control and temperature
memory to ensure a consistent, comfortable and safe shower
experience. Volume control allows consumers to adjust the
amount of water that flows through the shower—from a gentle
stream to full force. With temperature memory, Moentrol users
can get the same temperature as the previous shower by just
pulling the handle forward—no need to fuss with adjustments.
ioDIGITAL

Vertical spa valve

ioDIGITAL
Shower valve

MOENTROL WITH BUILT-IN
3-FUNCTION TRANSFER VALVE

ExactTemp
3/4"
Thermostatic valve

Moentrol

With three-function
transfer valve

Moentrol

Pressure-balancing
volume control valve

Posi-Temp®
Pressure-balancing
cycling valve

Comfort Features
Temperature consistency
Water temperature won’t fluctuate even
as the hot water in your tank gets lower.
Maximum-flow vertical spa experience
Provides the greatest balance of force, flow
and coverage in a Moen vertical spa.
Vertical spa-compatible
Add an extra showerhead, hand shower—
or design a complete vertical spa experience.

*

*

*

Convenience Features
Precision thermostatic control
Dial up the same water temperature every day,
just like a thermostat.
Volume control
Lets you adjust the amount of water that
flows through your tub/shower from a
gentle stream to full-force.
Temperature memory
Dial stays in the same temperature position
you last used and returns to that temperature
within a few seconds.

Safety Features
Maximum temperature setting
You can predetermine the hottest temperature
setting before installation.
Meets applicable pressure-balancing or
thermostatic safety codes

Dependability Features
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Easy-to-replace cartridge

**
N/A

**
N/A

* Must be used with 3372 to obtain vertical spa compatibility.
** ioDIGITAL is warranted for 5 years against leaks, drips and operation defects to the original consumer purchaser; 1-year warranty if used in
commercial applications. 5-year warranty on digital components, limited lifetime trim warranty.
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Personalize the luxury.
An exhilarating experience awaits with Moen showerheads,
rainshowers, hand showers, body sprays and tub spouts.
Each works from the chosen Moen valve — ioDIGITAL,
ExactTemp 3/4" or Moentrol — and is engineered to deliver
maximum force at standard flow rates.
Moen showerheads, rainshowers, hand showers and body
sprays work together to create complete showering luxury.
By understanding the unique water delivery features of each,
you can decide what’s best for the desired end experience.
And remember, choosing a Moen vertical spa means you don’t
have to sacrifice style. Both ioDIGITAL and the ExactTemp 3/4"
valve have a transitional style trim that coordinates with any
Moen bath suite. And the 3-function Moentrol valve is available
in a variety of trim styles that complement any décor.
We also offer multiple finish options, such as Brushed Nickel,
Oil Rubbed Bronze, Antique Bronze or Antique Nickel. For
more information, and specific examples, consult our Kitchen
& Bath Product Guide (MF1319).

Showerheads

Showerheads
Moen showerheads deliver an exceptional cascade of water.
And our exclusive Immersion® Rainshower Technology
concentrates and magnifies the natural force of your water
to dramatically enhance your showering experience.
• One-function showerhead — or —
• Four-function showerhead with massage, full, vigorous
and combination spray patterns — or —
• Single-function rainshower — or —
• Multi-function rainshower with “rain" and “rinse" settings

Rainshowers
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Hand showers
A simple way to transform your shower into an
exhilarating spa-like experience. A hand shower
adds variety and puts water control right at your
fingertips for unlimited freedom.

Hand Showers

• Available with slide bar or wall bracket
• Single function model — or —
• Four-function model with massage, full, vigorous
and combination spray patterns

Body sprays
Our pivoting body sprays provide maximum coverage.
You can place them all on one wall, or spread them
over multiple walls and at various heights. Determine
where you want water delivery (Top of back? Shoulders?
Waist?) when deciding on placement and quantity.

Body Sprays

• Pivoting head directs water over a large area.
• Spray pattern designed for constant, forceful delivery.

Tub spouts
Ideal when you want the luxury of a vertical spa, but
don’t want to sacrifice an all-in-one shower and tub.

Tub Spouts

For maximum performance and satisfaction. . .
1. PSI
We recommend at least 40 psi. This will assure
adequate water flow and force on all systems,
including well or pump. Also, minimizing piping
turns and long piping runs will increase performance.
2. WHEN TO USE MULTIPLE VALVES
Each Moen ioDIGITAL and ExactTemp 3/4"
valve can accommodate up to four different
types of water spray outlets.
The Moentrol with built-in 3-function transfer
valve can accommodate two spray outlets. A

spray outlet counts as one showerhead, one
hand shower or multiple body sprays. If your
system requires more than one valve, you should
plumb each valve from the water supply. Do not
tee, or you’ll experience inconsistent water
temperature and flow. Also, be sure to recalibrate
for hot water tank and drainage needs.
3. HOT WATER TANK
An 80-gallon hot water tank is recommended
if your shower layout includes two ioDIGITAL
or ExactTemp 3/4" thermostatic valves.

4. DRAINAGE
A Moen ExactTemp 3/4" valve works with
plumbing and drainage that is common to most
households. Moen ioDIGITAL and ExactTemp
3/4" valves are designed to flow 16 gpm at 45 psi.
5. GFCI
For proper ioDIGITAL use, Moen recommends
proper ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) use.

NOTE: This information serves as a general guide. For more product information, contact Moen Customer Support at 1-800-BUY-MOEN.
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One-Wall
ioDIGITAL

™

Choose your experience.
Once you understand your options, it’s time to bring
the experience to life. The following examples outline
some of the most popular configurations. Of course,
these are just the beginning of what you can do.
Moen spray outlets let you create virtually any
experience in any space within a range of budgets.
ioDIGITAL
valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
controller

GFCI

(power
outlet)

QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS3420
FINISH:
PRICE: $
ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $

Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
For more detailed plumbing information on any of the configurations in this Design
Guide, please refer to the Moen Vertical Spa Installation Guide (MF2861).

Enhance your
showering experience
with the convenience
of a hand shower.

MODELS: S6310
		showerhead
		S122 shower
		arm & flange
		3867 hand shower
		w/slide bar
		A725 drop ell
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $
TOTAL:
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Drop ell

One-Wall
ExactTemp 3/4"
®

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $
ExactTemp
3/4" trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODELS: TS270
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve
QTY: 2 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $
Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:

Enhance your
showering experience
with the convenience
of a hand shower.
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One-Wall ioDIGITAL
with Tub/Shower

™

ioDIGITAL
valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
controller
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS3420
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $

GFCI

(power
outlet)

Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODELS: S6310
		showerhead
		S122 shower
		arm & flange
		3829
		tub spout
		3867 hand shower
		w/slide bar
		A725 drop ell
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:

Choose an exhilarating
spa-like shower or a
soothing bath. This
configuration gives you
the option with a few
simple spray outlets.
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FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:

Drop ell

One-Wall ExactTemp 3/4"
with Tub/Shower
®

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS270
FINISH:
PRICE: $
ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve
QTY: 2 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $

Diverter spout

From
Flow Valve

QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 3831
FINISH:
PRICE: $

To Shower
Head

Twin ell
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 128284
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Choose an exhilarating
spa-like shower or a
soothing bath. This
configuration gives you
the option with a few
simple components.

TOTAL:
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One-Wall ioDIGITAL
with Ceiling Mount

™

ioDIGITAL
valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $

Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS296
FINISH:
PRICE: $

GFCI

(power
outlet)

Showerhead
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S6320
FINISH:
PRICE: $

12" Ceiling mount
shower arm &
shower arm flange
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 226651, AT2199
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Surround yourself in
pure luxury while you
experience exceptional
top-to-bottom water
coverage.

Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 4 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $
Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:
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One-Wall
ExactTemp 3/4"
®

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS276
FINISH:
PRICE: $
ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve
QTY: 3 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $
Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 4 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Surround yourself in
pure luxury while you
experience exceptional
top-to-bottom water
coverage.

TOTAL:
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One-Wall ioDIGITAL
with Ceiling Mount

ioDIGITAL
valve

™

QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
controller
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS3420
FINISH:
PRICE: $
ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $
Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODELS: S6310
		showerhead
		S122 shower
		arm & flange
GFCI

(power
outlet)

		3867 hand shower
		w/slide bar
		A725 drop ell
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Showerhead
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S6320
FINISH:
PRICE: $
12" Ceiling mount
shower arm &
shower arm flange
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 226651, AT2199

This ultimate showering
experience provides
optimum room for
two people or creates
maximum space for an
amazing solo shower.

FINISH:
PRICE: $
Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:
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Drop ell

One-Wall ExactTemp 3/4"
with Ceiling Mount

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve

®

[

[
[

This ultimate showering
experience provides
optimum room for two
people or creates maximum space for an amazing
solo shower.

[
[
[
[

[

QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS270
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve
QTY: 3 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $
Volume control
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS3600
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Showerhead
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S6320
FINISH:
PRICE: $
12" Ceiling mount
shower arm
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 226651
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Shower arm flange
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: AT2199
FINISH:
PRICE: $

QTY:

Shower
drain cover

MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $
TOTAL:
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Two-Wall
ioDIGITAL

™

ioDIGITAL
valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $

Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS296
FINISH:
PRICE: $
GFCI

(power
outlet)

Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 4 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Not only will you
enjoy drenching, 
full-body coverage
with this combination,
but you can bask in
the cascading waters
of the rainshower.
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TOTAL:

Two-Wall
ExactTemp 3/4"
®

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $

ExactTemp
3/4" trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS276
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ExactTemp
3/4" volume
control valve
QTY: 3 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $

Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 4 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Not only will you
enjoy drenching,
full-body coverage
with this combination,
but you can bask in
the cascading waters
of the rainshower.

TOTAL:
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Three-Wall
ioDIGITAL
™

ioDIGITAL
valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS296
FINISH:
PRICE: $
ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $
GFCI

(power
outlet)

Body spray
QTY: 2 ea.
MODEL: TS1322
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 6 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:

Multidirectional body
sprays combine with
the versatility of the
hand shower for
a truly hydrating,
refreshing shower.

MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:
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Three-Wall ExactTemp 3/4"
®

[

[

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
STYLE:
MODEL: TS270
FINISH:

[

PRICE: $

Body spray

QTY: 3 ea.
MODELS: TS1320 or
TS1322
FINISH:
PRICE: $
Body spray
rough-in

[

QTY: 3 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

[
Multidirectional body sprays
combine with the versatility
of the hand shower for a truly
hydrating, refreshing shower.

[

[

ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS3600
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve
QTY: 3 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $
TOTAL:
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Three-Wall
ioDIGITAL

ioDIGITAL
valve

™

QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $

Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS296
FINISH:
PRICE: $

GFCI

(power
outlet)

Body spray
QTY: 2 ea.
MODEL: TS1322
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 6 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:

This luxurious combination
provides a personalized
spa-like experience with
full-bodycoverage from
all angles.

MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:
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Three-Wall
ExactTemp 3/4"
®

ExactTemp 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3371
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS276
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve
QTY: 3 ea.
MODEL: S3600
PRICE: $

Body spray
rough-in
QTY: 4 ea.
MODEL: S1300
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

This luxurious combination
provides a personalized
spa-like experience with
full-body coverage from
all angles.

TOTAL:
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One-Wall Moentrol with
Built-In 3-Function Transfer Valve
®

Moentrol
with built-in
3-function valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 3330 or 3320
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Moentrol trim
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:

This design utilizes a
showerhead and multiple
body sprays to ensure
complete water coverage.
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One-Wall Moentrol used with
separate 3-function transfer valve
®

Moentrol
with separate
3-function valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 3570 and 3372
PRICE: $
3-function
diverter trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: T4171
FINISH:
PRICE: $
Moentrol trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Hand shower

Drop ell

QTY: 1 ea.
MODELS: 3869 hand shower
		w/slide bar
		A725 drop ell
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:

Add a touch of
variety to your
shower experience
with the added
benefit of a hand
shower.

FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:
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One-Wall Moentrol with separate
3-function transfer valve and tub spout
®

Moentrol
with separate
3-function valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 3570 and 3372
PRICE: $

3-function
diverter trim
QTY:
MODEL: T4171
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Moentrol trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

From
Flow Valve
To Shower
Head

Body spray
QTY: 4 ea.
MODEL: A501
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Twin ell
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 128284
PRICE: $
Shower
drain cover

This design utilizes
a showerhead,
multiple body
sprays and a tub
spout to create a
complete bathing
experience.
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QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $
TOTAL:

One-Wall Posi-Temp with
3-function diverter valve
®

Posi-Temp
control valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: 2570 and 3372
PRICE: $

3-function
diverter trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: T4171
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Posi-Temp
trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODELS:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Hand shower
QTY: 1 ea.
MODELS: 3867 hand shower
		w/slide bar
		A725 drop ell
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Enhance your
showering experience
with the convenience
of a hand shower.

Shower
drain cover
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

TOTAL:
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Design your ideal vertical spa experience.
Maybe you simply want to enhance your shower with the added convenience of a hand shower. Maybe
you want to drench yourself in pure showering
bliss of top-to-bottom water coverage with multiple

showerheads, an additional rainshower, hand shower and several pivoting body sprays. Or perhaps you
want the unequaled precision and advanced features of digital technology in your shower.
Whatever you can imagine, you can create. You have the freedom to plan a custom experience from the
ground up. Begin now by using the Moen spray outlets and workspace provided on the following pages.
While designing your personal spa, keep in mind that each ioDIGITAL valve, ExactTemp 3/4" Thermostatic
valve and Moentrol® valve can accommodate multiple spray outlets. A spray outlet counts as a single
showerhead, a single hand shower or multiple body sprays.

ExactTemp® Trim

ioDIGITAL™
ioDIGITAL
valve
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: S3384
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
controller

TS3400
ExactTemp
3/4" trim

TS3450
ExactTemp 3/4"
tub/shower trim

TS270
ExactTemp
3/4" trim

TS276
ExactTemp
3/4" trim

QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS3420
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ioDIGITAL
optional
remote control
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: SA340
PRICE: $

Trim
QTY: 1 ea.
MODEL: TS296
FINISH:
PRICE: $

QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $
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Trim
Thermostatic
valve trim
Rothbury™

Thermostatic
valve trim
Weymouth™
QTY:

QTY:
MODEL: TS3210

MODEL: TS3760

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

Thermostatic
valve trim
Fina™
QTY:

Thermostatic
valve trim
Icon™
QTY:

MODEL: TS31710

MODEL: TS3900

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

Thermostatic
valve trim
Bamboo®
QTY:
MODEL: TS8110BN
FINISH:
PRICE: $

ExactTemp 3/4"
thermostatic
control trim
QTY:
MODEL: TS3411
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Thermostatic
valve trim
Waterhill®
QTY:

Moentrol trim
QTY:

MODEL: TS3110

MODEL:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

Thermostatic
valve trim
Felicity®
QTY:
MODEL: TS3410
FINISH:
PRICE: $

3-function
diverter valve
trim
QTY:
MODEL: T4171
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Thermostatic
valve trim
90°™
QTY:
MODEL: TS3100
FINISH:
PRICE: $
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Hand Showers
Drop ell

Drop ell

Drop ell

Hand shower

Drop ell

Drop ell

QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Drop ell
QTY:
S12107
Weymouth™
single-function
hand shower
with slide bar

S11705
Fina™ singlefunction hand
shower with wall
bracket

Drop ell

3867
Four-function
hand shower
with slide bar

S596
Waterhill®
single-function
hand shower
with wall
bracket

Drop ell

3869
Single-function
hand shower
with slide bar

3887
Level™
single-function
hand shower
with slide bar

S3879
90°™ singlefunction hand
shower with
wall bracket

S145
Felicity® singlefunction hand
shower with
wall bracket

Drop ell

Drop ell

FINISH:
PRICE: $

Drop ell

3861
Single-function
hand shower with
wall bracket

3868
Single-function
hand shower
with slide bar

MODEL: A725

Drop ell

Drop ell

3865
3836
Single-function
Four-function
hand shower with hand shower with
wall bracket
wall bracket

ExactTemp® 3/4" Volume Controls
Weymouth™
QTY:

FPO

MODEL: TS51704

MODEL: TS8811BN

FINISH:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

Waterhill®
QTY:

Felicity®
QTY:

90°™
QTY:

MODEL: TS544

MODEL: TS3300

FINISH:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

Rothbury™
QTY:

PRICE: $

Icon™
QTY:

MODEL: TS3820

MODEL: TS3200

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $
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PRICE: $

MODEL: TS514
PRICE: $

FPO

QTY:

QTY:

MODEL: TS52104
PRICE: $

FPO

Bamboo®

Fina™

PRICE: $

QTY:
MODEL: TS3600
FINISH:
PRICE: $

Body Spray
Body spray

Body spray

Body spray

QTY:

QTY:

QTY:

MODEL: TS1320

MODEL: TS1322

MODEL: A501

FINISH:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

Showerheads
Isabel®
9" multifunction
showerhead

Velocity™
8" two-function
rainshower

QTY:

Fina™ 7" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

QTY:

QTY:

MODEL: S1311

MODEL: S6320

MODEL: S176

FINISH:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

Waterhill®
10" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

PRICE: $

Isabel® 7" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

Felicity® 7" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

QTY:

QTY:

QTY:

MODEL: S112

MODEL: S146

MODEL: S136

FINISH:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

8" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

90°™ 6" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

7" singlefunction rainfall
showerhead

QTY:

QTY:

QTY:

MODEL: S6360

MODEL: S6310

MODEL: S6340

FINISH:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

PRICE: $

Shower Arms

S113
Waterhill®
14" wallmount
shower arm

10154
6" wallmount
shower arm

S143
Felicity®
8" wallmount
shower arm

123815
8" wallmount
shower arm

S122
Fina™/Rothbury™
8" wallmount
shower arm

151380
16" straight
ceiling mount
shower arm

S133
90°™
8" wallmount
shower arm

116651
6" straight ceiling
mount shower arm
226651
12" straight ceiling
mount shower arm

S177
Icon™
8" wallmount
shower arm

QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $
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Valves

Spouts
Tub spout
QTY:
MODEL:
FINISH:
PRICE: $

S3600
ExactTemp 3/4"
volume control
valve

S3371
ExactTemp® 3/4"
Thermostatic
control valve

3330 or 3320
Moentrol® with
built-in 3-function
valve

QTY:
MODEL:
3372
3-function
diverter valve

PRICE: $

Shower
drain cover

Twin ell
QTY:

MODEL:

FINISH:

FINISH:

PRICE: $
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QTY:

MODEL: 128284

PRICE: $

S1300
Body spray
rough-in
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Make It Your Own
With a near infinite number of valve and trim style combinations along with a host of showerheads,
rainshowers and hand showers that are styled to match the trim you choose, Moen offers you the
ultimate flexibility to create just about any shower experience you can imagine. In the look you love.
Ask your showroom representative to help you assemble the right products to match your dream.
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Design your own experience.

The beauty of a custom shower is just that—it’s customized. Use your imagination and our spray outlets
to fill any space with personalized water coverage. While designing your experience, remember that
each Moen ioDIGITAL™, ExactTemp® 3/4", Moentrol® and Posi-Temp® valve can accommodate multiple
spray outlets. A component counts as one showerhead, one hand shower or multiple body sprays.
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Design your own experience.

The beauty of a custom shower is just that—it’s customized. Use your imagination and our spray outlets
to fill any space with personalized water coverage. While designing your experience, remember that
each Moen ioDIGITAL™, ExactTemp® 3/4", Moentrol® and Posi-Temp® valve can accommodate multiple
spray outlets. A component counts as one showerhead, one hand shower or multiple body sprays.
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Style

Innovative features that are uniquely Moen. Styles
unlike anyone else. And dependable faucets that
last a lifetime. Clean and classic or bold and
contemporary. Whatever look you’re after, Moen
offers a variety of styles designed to complement
today’s décors.

Buy it for looks.
Buy it for life.
®

LifeShine® Finish

Beautiful, durable finishes. That’s what LifeShine
delivers — the durability of chrome on a variety of
beautiful, decorator-inspired finishes. So, use it
every day. Clean it as you wish. You’ll never scrub
or wear off the beauty of this finish.

M•PACT®

Install any of our M•PACT-compatible shower trims
once, and you can upgrade the style at any point
in the decorating or construction process — or
switch styles years down the road — without
replacing any plumbing.

Certified Savings

Moen proudly offers a number of showerheads
that are certified to meet WaterSense criteria.
These fixed, rainshower and hand shower options
use up to 30% less water than industry standard
to reduce both water usage and utility bills.
®

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Year after year, that’s the Moen promise.
And it’s backed by qualities that make all Moen
products durable, reliable and beautiful. All
Moen products come with a Limited Lifetime
Warranty against leaks, drips and finish defects.
Call 1-800-BUY-MOEN for complete details.
ioDIGITAL™ is backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty
against leaks, drips and finish defects to the original
consumer purchaser. This warranty is specifically for
5 years if used in residential installations and 1 year
if used in commercial installations.
Although descriptions are believed correct at publication
approval, accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
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